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Club Competitions explained

Nassau.
The payoff will be for the best front nine score(s) gross and net, the best back nine
scores and the best 18 hole scores.

Throw out two holes.
Individual gross and net competition. After the 18 holes each player will reduce
their gross score by the two highest single hole scores. That will constitute that
players gross score and then the handicap is deducted for net.
Example: Joe shoots 84 with one 7 and three 6’s. He will throw out the 7 and one
of the sixes making his gross score 71. Now we reduce that gross score by 9 for his
handicap giving him a net 62.

His, Mine and Ours.
Two man team, gross & net competition. Count the best combination of one
player's front nine and his partner's back nine. One half of each partner's handicap
is used for net.

Four man Best Ball 1 on 3’s, 2 on 4’s and 3 on 5’s.
In this best ball format, each team of four will be counting just the one best ball on
the par threes, two best on the par fours, and three best balls on the par fives.

Net Rotation.
Four player team. Starting on the first hole, the team will count the one best ball.
On the second hole, they count two best balls. On the third, they count three best
balls. At that point, the team goes back to counting one again and so on.

Odd and Even (Individual)
This game is like a Nassau but instead of front, back and total, the payoff is odd,
even and total.
Example: Bill plays the odd holes in 40 strokes and the even holes in 44 strokes,
his scores will be: 40-44-84 gross and with a ten handicap, 35-39-74 net. Payoff
will be for each of the three scores, gross and each of the three scores net.

Flag Tournament
Each player is issued a flag. That players handicap is added to par and when the
player gets to that number, he sticks his flag in the ground. The flags that get the
furthest win the prizes. (This is all net). It is possible to play more than 18 holes in
this competition.

Sweeps
This is an individual gross and net competition.

Sweeps at Stableford
This is individual stableford.

